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NOT FOR DISTRIBUTION IN OR INTO THE UNITED STATES

This document does not constitute, or form part of, any offer or invitation to purchase, or any solicitation of any offer to sell any 
securities in any jurisdiction, nor shall it (or any part of it) or the fact of its distribution form the basis of or be relied on in 
connection with, any contract therefor.  It is not currently contemplated that the Tender Offer will be made directly or indirectly 
in, or by use of the mails of, or by any means or instrumentality of interstate or foreign commerce of, or any facilities of a 
national securities exchange of, the United States of America or any other country where the Tender Offer cannot be made 
absent registration or an exemption from registration (the “Other Countries”).  This includes, but is not limited to, facsimile 
transmission, electronic mail, telex, telephone and the Internet.  Accordingly, copies of this document and any related offering
documents cannot be mailed or otherwise transmitted or distributed in or into the United States of America or the Other 
Countries.  Absent compliance with, or an exemption from, the requirements of such jurisdictions any purported acceptance of 
the Tender Offer resulting directly or indirectly from a violation of these restrictions will be invalid.

This document contains forward-looking statements. In particular, among other statements, certain statements with regard to 
management objectives, the execution of the tender offer, trends in financial performance, the achievement of synergies, the 
optimization of use of assets and competition are forward looking in nature.  These forward-looking statements can be identified 
by the fact that they do not relate only to historical or current facts.  The words “believe”, “intend”, “aim”, “project”, “anticipate”, 
“estimate”, “plan”, “will”, “may”, “should”, “risk” and similar expressions commonly identify such forward-looking statements.

Eni cautions investors not to place undue reliance on its forward-looking statements.  Eni has based these statements on its 
current expectations and projections about future events.  Forward-looking statements are subject to risk, uncertainties and 
assumptions including, among other things, economic conditions in general, developments in the natural gas sector, 
competition from other companies, technological change, changes in the regulatory framework in which Eni operates, political 
stability in the countries in which Eni operates, potential changes in government policies, and potential price volatility.  Investors 
should also consult Eni’s Annual Report on Form 20-F for a discussion of certain risks that may also affect Eni’s future results of 
operations and financial condition.

In light of these risks, uncertainties and assumptions, actual results could be materially different from any future results 
expressed or implied by these forward-looking statements.  No one undertakes any obligation to publicly update or revise any 
forward-looking statements, whether as a result of new information or future events.
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Summary Terms of the Offer

! Cash offer for all outstanding Italgas shares

" Price: € 13.00 per share

" Implied equity value of € 4.53 bn

" Implied enterprise value of € 5.30 bn

" Premium of 25.7% to weighted average share price 
over last month

! Closing expected in January 2003

! Intention to de-list Italgas, following completion of offer
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! Intention to de-list Italgas, following completion of offer
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A Strong Industrial and Financial Rationale

! A further  step in the reorganization of the gas  
business, focused on commercial activity   

! Establish a strong integrated commercial arm for 
the Italian market

! Exploit complementary Eni and Italgas skills in the 
gas chain  

! Optimize asset base

!! A further  step in the reorganization of the gas  A further  step in the reorganization of the gas  
business, focused on commercial activity   business, focused on commercial activity   

!! Establish a strong integrated commercial arm for Establish a strong integrated commercial arm for 
the Italian marketthe Italian market

!! Exploit complementary Exploit complementary EniEni and and ItalgasItalgas skills in skills in the the 
gasgas chain  chain  

!! Optimize asset baseOptimize asset base

Marking a new step in Marking a new step in 
delivering our natural gas delivering our natural gas 
strategy, through:strategy, through:

Delivering Delivering valuevalue

To 
Maximize
the Value

of our Gas
Business

! EPS/CFPS accretive!! EPS/CFPS accretiveEPS/CFPS accretive
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Focused Strategy in Natural Gas since 1999

! Optimize sales and margins in 
Italy in compliance with 
regulatory ceilings

! Reduce presence in regulated 
gas business also in light of 
market dynamics

! Optimize sales and margins in 
Italy in compliance with 
regulatory ceilings

! Reduce presence in regulated 
gas business also in light of 
market dynamics

! Sale of 12 bcm of natural gas in 
Europe (expected ~20bcm in 
2002)

! Acquisition of strategic stakes 
in attractive markets

! Sale of 12 bcm of natural gas in 
Europe (expected ~20bcm in 
2002)

! Acquisition of strategic stakes 
in attractive markets

! Maintained attractive returns 
while reducing volumes supplied 
(from 83% in 2001 to 75% in 2002)

! Snam RG IPO in December 2001 
(40% listed) 

! Maintained attractive returns 
while reducing volumes supplied 
(from 83% in 2001 to 75% in 2002)

! Snam RG IPO in December 2001 
(40% listed) 

! Expand in Europe! Expand in Europe

ACHIEVEMENTS AND TARGETSACHIEVEMENTS AND TARGETSSTRATEGYSTRATEGY
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A Transparent Regulatory Framework

! Unbundling of supply and sales activities from transport 
and distribution

! TPA to infrastructures on equal terms and at regulated 
tariffs

! Sales activity fully liberalized from 1 January 2003
! Regulatory ceilings (until 2010) allow no player to:

" Input more than 75% of gas into the Italian 
transmission system from 1 January 2002 
(61% in 2009) 

" Sell more than 50% of gas to the final market from 
1 January 2003

! Unbundling of supply and sales activities from transport 
and distribution

! TPA to infrastructures on equal terms and at regulated 
tariffs

! Sales activity fully liberalized from 1 January 2003
! Regulatory ceilings (until 2010) allow no player to:

" Input more than 75% of gas into the Italian 
transmission system from 1 January 2002 
(61% in 2009) 

" Sell more than 50% of gas to the final market from 
1 January 2003

Italy is one of the most rapidly liberalising markets in EuropeItaly is one of the most rapidly liberalising markets in Europe……
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Eni Current Position in the Italian Gas Market
(2002E data)

Italian gas Italian gas 
demanddemand

EniEni input in input in 
the systemthe system

39%39%

75%75%

50%

Regulatory ceiling Regulatory ceiling 

final market final market 

fromfrom 2003:2003:

EniEni in the final in the final 
marketmarket

Wholesales

End
customers

100%100%

ItalgasItalgas

Net of Net of Eni gasEni gas selfself--consumptionconsumption
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Italgas: Leading Position in the Italian Market 

! Largest gas distributor in Italy with strong
commercial position and brand recognition

! Largest gas distributor in Italy with strong
commercial position and brand recognition

! Well positioned in international secondary 
distribution

! Well positioned in international secondary 
distribution

5.65.6
8.28.2

Customers (million)Sales (bcm)

1.31.3

4.64.6

Customers (million)Sales (bcm)

(2001 data)(2001 data)

1,200 
Municipalities

RomeRome

NaplesNaples

TurinTurin

FlorenceFlorence

VeniceVenice
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Transaction Driven by Strong Industrial 
Rationale

1. A further step in the reorganization of the gas 
business, focused on commercial activity   

2. Establish a strong integrated commercial arm for the 
Italian market

3. Exploit complementary Eni and Italgas skills in gas 
chain  

4. Optimize asset base

1.1. A further step in the reorganization of the gas A further step in the reorganization of the gas 
business, focused on commercial activity   business, focused on commercial activity   

2.2. Establish a strong integrated commercial arm for the Establish a strong integrated commercial arm for the 
Italian marketItalian market

3.3. Exploit complementary Exploit complementary EniEni and and ItalgasItalgas skills in gas skills in gas 
chain  chain  

4. Optimize asset base
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1. Reorganization of the Domestic Gas
Business

Equity Gas
(Eni / E&P
Division)

LNG
Re-gasification

(Snam RG)

Transmission
Network and Dispatching

(Snam RG)

SalesSupply

Distribution
Network
(Italgas)

Infrastructure
(regulated business)

Marketing
(Eni / G&P Division)

Gas Purchases
(Eni / G&P
Division) Residential

(Italgas Più)

Storage
(Stogit)
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LNG
Re-gasification

(Snam RG)

Transmission
Network and Dispatching

(Snam RG)

SalesSupply

Distribution
Network
(Italgas)

Equity Gas
(Eni / E&P
Division)

Infrastructure
(regulated business)

1998: Gas Equity Production Incorporation

January 1998
Incorporation of the 
Agip Upstream 
activities into Eni

Marketing
(Eni / G&P Division)

Gas Purchases
(Eni / G&P
Division) Residential

(Italgas Più)

Storage
(Stogit)
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Marketing
(Eni / G&P Division)

LNG
Re-gasification

(Snam RG)

Transmission
Network and Dispatching

(Snam RG)

SalesSupply

Distribution
Network
(Italgas)

Gas Purchases
(Eni / G&P
Division)

Infrastructure
(regulated business)

November 2000:
Established Snam RG & Stogit
separated legal entities

2000-2001: 
Unbundling of Marketing and Regulated Asset

November 2001November 2001
Established Italgas Established Italgas PiùPiù

Residential
(Italgas Più)

Storage
(Stogit)

Equity Gas
(Eni / E&P
Division)
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LNG
Re-gasification

(Snam RG)

Transmission
Network and Dispatching

(Snam RG)

SalesSupply

Distribution
Network
(Italgas)

December 2001:
Flotation of the gas transmission
activities

Infrastructure
(regulated business)

2001: Listing of Snam RG

Marketing
(Eni / G&P Division)

Gas Purchases
(Eni / G&P
Division) Residential

(Italgas Più)

Storage
(Stogit)

Equity Gas
(Eni / E&P
Division)
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LNG
Re-gasification

(Snam RG)

Transmission
Network and Dispatching

(Snam RG)

SalesSupply

Distribution
Network
(Italgas)

Gas Purchases
(Eni / G&P
Division)

Infrastructure
(regulated business)

Marketing
(Eni / G&P Division)

2002: Creation of Gas and Power Division

February 2002: February 2002: G&P Division

Residential
(Italgas Più)

Storage
(Stogit)

Equity Gas
(Eni / E&P
Division)
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LNG
Re-gasification

(Snam RG)

Transmission
Network and Dispatching

(Snam RG)

SalesSupply

Distribution
Network
(Italgas)

Infrastructure
(regulated business)

PRESENT DEALPRESENT DEAL

Residential
(Italgas Più)

2002: a Further Step…

Marketing
(Eni / G&P Division)

Storage
(Stogit)

Equity Gas
(Eni / E&P
Division)

Gas Purchases
(Eni / G&P
Division)
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2. EstablishEstablish a Strong Integrated Commercial Arm a Strong Integrated Commercial Arm 
for the Italian Marketfor the Italian Market

! Integrate complementary skills available 

" Sourcing and contracting competences of Eni G&P
" Commercial and marketing competences of Italgas

! Reach faster decision-making process through 
organizational streamlining

! Maximize flexibility in switching between customer 
segments

! Integrate complementary skills available 

" Sourcing and contracting competences of Eni G&P
" Commercial and marketing competences of Italgas

! Reach faster decision-making process through 
organizational streamlining

! Maximize flexibility in switching between customer 
segments

Integration of Commercial Activity to Integration of Commercial Activity to MaximizeMaximize Synergies Synergies 
and Profitabilityand Profitability throughthrough……
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…a Market Segmentation Policy

! Industrial
! Powergen
! Large commercial 

consumer
! Centralized heating
! Public administration

! Industrial
! Powergen
! Large commercial 

consumer
! Centralized heating
! Public administration

! Small commercial 
consumer

! Individuals

! Small commercial 
consumer

! Individuals

! Few consumers and 
multisite clients

! Trend to centralized
purchase

! Sophisticated buyer

! Few consumers and 
multisite clients

! Trend to centralized
purchase

! Sophisticated buyer

! Fragmented
customer base

! Unsophisticated
buyer

! Fragmented
customer base

! Unsophisticated
buyer

! Synergy benefits
from integrated
sale network 

! Tailored offer

! Synergy benefits
from integrated
sale network 

! Tailored offer

! Centralized and 
enhanced
services
nationwide

! Centralized and 
enhanced
services
nationwide

SegmentsSegments CharacteristicsCharacteristics ObjectivesObjectives
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2. Managing Direct Access to Final Customers  

! Focus on most valuable customers

! Selected enlargement of client base

! Enhance offer of energy related services 

! Focus on most valuable customers

! Selected enlargement of client base

! Enhance offer of energy related services 

Fully Fully CapturingCapturing the the ValueValue of of FinalFinal CustomersCustomers
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3. Excellent European Platform

GalpGalp

EniEni EspaEspaññaa
CommercializadoraCommercializadora GasGas

ItalgasItalgas HellasHellas

TigazTigaz

AdriaplinAdriaplin

JV JV EnBWEnBW--EniEni
GVSGVS

SnamSnam
TradingTrading

ComplementaryComplementary
Supply and Supply and 

Customer SkillsCustomer Skills

Gas & Power Gas & Power 
TradingTrading

NIGERIANIGERIA LIBYALIBYAALGERIAALGERIA

RUSSIARUSSIA

THE THE 
NETHERLANDSNETHERLANDS

ItalgasItalgas
EniEni Gas & PowerGas & Power

Eni + ItalgasEni + Italgas
Gas supplyGas supply

NORTH SEANORTH SEA
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!! …… but but 
increases increases 
Eni flexibilityEni flexibility
to optimize   to optimize   

its presenceits presence
inin regulatedregulated

businessesbusinesses

4. The Future Evolution of our Asset Base will
be in Line with our Stated Strategy

!! ItalgasItalgas
acquisitionacquisition
temporarilytemporarily
increasesincreases
exposureexposure
toto regulatedregulated

businesses…businesses…

ToTo reduce reduce 
exposure exposure 
to regulatedto regulated
assets assets 
according according 

to marketto market
dynamicsdynamics

Strategic TargetStrategic Target
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Offer Terms

! € 13.00 per Italgas share represents a premium of:

" 19.1% to official price of November 22nd

" 25.7% to weighted average share price over the last month
" 24.3% to weighted average share price over the last six 

months
" 10.4% to highest official price of Italgas shares (02/07/2002)

! Max cash outflow for Eni of € 2.54 bn

! Conditions of the Offer

" Anti-trust approval

! Offer not extended to US investors

! € 13.00 per Italgas share represents a premium of:

" 19.1% to official price of November 22nd

" 25.7% to weighted average share price over the last month
" 24.3% to weighted average share price over the last six 

months
" 10.4% to highest official price of Italgas shares (02/07/2002)

! Max cash outflow for Eni of € 2.54 bn

! Conditions of the Offer

" Anti-trust approval

! Offer not extended to US investors
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Financial Impact

! EPS and CFPS accretive from year 
one

! EPS and CFPS accretive from year 
one

Balance SheetBalance Sheet

! Transaction 100% debt-financed
! No impact expected on rating
! No impact on dividends and 

share buy-back policy

! Transaction 100% debt-financed
! No impact expected on rating
! No impact on dividends and 

share buy-back policy

P&L / Cash FlowP&L / Cash Flow

Deal Impact Deal Impact 
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An Expedited Timeline

MidMid December December 
Beginning Offer PeriodBeginning Offer Period

November 25November 25thth

AnnouncementAnnouncement

ConsobConsob to Review to Review 
Offer DocumentOffer Document Expected Closing Expected Closing 

JanuaryJanuary
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